
Past Perfect Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

An extensive camp __________________ out and fortified at the same
place.
1.

(mark)
had been marked

They could only tremble and pray, for they knew from experience that a
threatening disaster never turned to a good end unless it
____________________ with real dread.

2.

(expect)had been expected

The details of guard and picket ________________.3. (make)had been made

Chicago _________________ by a tidal wave.4. (sweep)had been swept

The raft __________________ but lightly upon the beach, and with but
little effort it was pushed free of the shore and trembled on the water.
5.

(toss)
had been tossed

Faith fought itself back into that dark citadel of his heart from which for a
time it __________________.
6.

(drive)had been driven

In my own corner nothing ____________________.7. (molest)had been molested

Hitherto these practices ____________________ only with the loss of
property; but, about this time, the evil assumed a much more alarming form.
8.

(attend)

had been attended

It was a small dead tree-trunk seven or eight inches in diameter, that
leaned out over the water, and from which the top __________________.
9.

(break)
had been broken

He could not understand how he ____________________.10. (beguile)had been beguiled

His wife was, indeed, as she _______________________, a most lovely,
and most accomplished woman.
11.

(represent)
had been represented

Hitherto no difficulty _______________________ by any class in
procuring specie for their wants.
12.

(experience)
had been experienced

The layer of ashes found above the chamber indicated that the house
__________________ down.
13.

(burn)had been burned
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It _________________ to him by Adrian Singleton.14. (give)had been given

Yet here were two millions to be paid them at once, and to be taken from
a purpose of gratitude and honor, to which it ________________________.
15.

(appropriate)
had been appropriated

If she ________________ in a barn and fed regularly she might have
made a milking record.
16.

(keep)
had been kept

He then recollected that for the last two weeks he
____________________ of various little attentions which for eighteen months
had made life sweet to him.

17.

(deprive)
had been deprived

The way _____________________ properly for the transformation.18.
(not/pave)

had not been paved

Much secret distress of mind and anguish of soul ___________________
by the poor child, who yesterday had opened her whole heart to her, when
she went to rest in her chamber.

19.

(endure)

had been endured

Silken couches _________________ up around the table.20. (draw)had been drawn
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